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The tour business is a fashionable business growing
out of the increasing number of people spending their
holidays outside Hong Kong. Since the tour service
entails high personal involvement, the customers are very
cautious in their choice of travel agents. With more
agents enter the trade, the establishment of a solid
customer base is then extremely important to guarantee
profitable operations of both the current as well as the
new practitioners.
As supported by many marketing scholars, both loyalty
and image are accepted elements in affecting the choice of
a store therefore the focus of this paper is the study
into the relationship between the two concepts. Although
the findings support the existence of both in the Hong
Kong travel service industry, the relationship between
them is not very strong. However, it is found that the
travel agents should market their abstract attributes
especially reliability, staff and fame instead of the
current concrete attributes of price and variety.
Besides, the mismatch between the customer expectations
and their current most preferred agent attributes seems to
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7PREFACE
Oversea travel is a modern lifestyle, and Hong Kong
people are picking up the habit. The market potential is
large, but the competition is equally large.
If profit-making is the ultimate objective of most
private organization, the tour operator is certainly no
exception in setting this the company objective. As store
patronage is highly in line with the objective, store
loyalty and store image, claimed to be two factors for
patronage, are then also relevant to profit. In terms of
the travel trade, store is in fact the agent. With a
change of terminology, the agent loyalty and agent image
concepts are important elements for profitable tour
operation.
Therefore this paper aims at empirically determining
whether an association of potential predictive value
exists between images which customers have of travel
agents and their agent loyalties. In short, this study
expects to give the travel industry some useful ideas on
forming a loyal customer base through image analysis. To
explore the relationship, this paper will follow a logical
sequence outlined below.
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Organization of the Text
Chapter I provides background understanding of the
local travel industry along different aspects---
marketing, competition, service features and customer.
Chapter II and III introduce the literary opinions on
the loyalty and image concepts, and outline this paper's
approaches. Chapter IV shows the interaction between the
two concepts.
Then a description of objectives and methodology
adopted in this paper is given in Chapter V. The findings
of the empirical survey are summarised in Chapter VI.
Finally, Chapters VII and VIII present the
conclusions and recommendations based on the previous
chapters.
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1CHAPTER I
THE HONG KONG OUTBOUND TRAVEL TRADE
Marketing is new to the local travel trade. It is
only very recently that the travel agents have recognized
the importance of marketing in their tour business. But
the sudden awakening leads to fervent responses. Some
originally unfamiliar names are becoming increasingly
familiar to the ears of the man in the street. The
following sections will highlight the competition
situation, the tour service features, and the customer
mentality.
The Competition
The over-1000 licensed agents are more than enough to
serve the existing market- about double the number it
was designed for.1 Therefore the strong competition has
increased the importance of marketing in the trade. Many
are busy building up images to attract customers.
However, two crucial issues remain- whether the travel
agents are selling the right appeals to their customers,




The tour service is distinct from other services.
Its features are as follows:
1. Down payment is required while realisation of service
is redeemed later
2. Customers are highly involved in different terms---
physical, money, psychological, effort, time and
energy
3. The tour participant does not enjoy the service alone
but with other unfamiliar and unpredictable people at
the same time
4. Tour participant usually joins a tour with either
friends or relatives
5. The travel agent offers agency service only.
The Customers
Therefore the customers are very cautious in their
choice of travel agent, especially in view of the recent
Travel Agent Default Crisis. The rising trend in local
people travelling overseas has indeed alerted the Consumer
Council to warn that holiday-makers consult their friends
and relatives who have experience of travelling on package
tours when picking travel agents last December before the
peak Christmas and Chinese New Year travel seasons.2
In fact, for a past customer to consider
reparticipation or recommendation, that customer must have
a favorable attitude, or technically, a certain degree of
loyalty, towards that particular agent. Then a key
question arises: What image should a travel agent promote
3
in order to serve as a continued attraction securing both
loyal repeat purchases and recommendation purchases?
But before an empirical exploration into the issue, the
following two chapters will briefly introduce the two
concepts and the approaches of this paper.
4
Notes to Chapter I
1. Lee, J Travel Trade Troubles a Great Cause for
Concern, South China Morning Post, December 9, 1987.
2. Ibid.
5CHAPTER II
THE CONCEPT OF AGENT/STORE LOYALTY
If loyalty is related to a solid customer base, then
its underlying beliefs and definitions must be clarified
before an appropriate approach can be adopted in this
paper.
Conceptual Ideas
Unlike Repeat Purchase Behavior
Unlike repeat purchase behavior, loyalty implies
a favorable attitude regarding the purchase while the
former is simply a frequency count matter.3
As Learned Attitude
If loyalty is an attitude, it is learned only after
purchase. Therefore it would have all three dimensions of
an attitude- affective, cognitive and behavioral.4
As Risk Reducer
If a consumer is satisfied with a store in his
6
purchase logically, in future similar situations, he
would purchase at that store again. In other words, store
loyalty is expected from satisfactory past store purchase
experience. It is thus reasonable to assume loyalty as
a response to reduce various risks- money, psychological,
time, effort and energy.5
Definition Approaches
However, the following brief survey of the concept
will demonstrate that the different approaches are hardly




Brown (1953) has observed from the records of 100
households in a Chicago Tribune panel the following types






Tucker (1964) and Stafford (1966) also use this approach
to brand loyalty but with further limitation to classify
three successive choices of the same brand as brand
loyal.6
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Proportion of total purchases
In 1961, Cunningham used this definition: Store
loyalty is not measured by the number of stores in which a
family shops. What is important is the proportion of a
family's total food purchases that are made in any one
particular store. It is this proportion of total
purchases for each family that describes that family's
loyalty to any given store or combination of stores.7
Enis and Paul (1970) hold similar view: The term
'store loyalty' refers to the consumer's inclination to
patronize a given firm (store) during a specified period
of time. Conceptually, the intensity of the consumer's
loyalty to the given store can be measured by a percentage
index ranging from zero (no patronage during the period)
to 100 percent (patronage of only the given store for the
product in question during the period).8
Probability of repetition
Frank (1962) defines store loyalty as a repeat-
purchase probability... that takes on values between zero
and one.9 Therefore higher probability of a repurchase
stands for higher degree of loyalty.
However, these different behavioral definitions
suffer from the charge of its being a function of past




In this approach, brand preference instead of sales
defines loyalty. Therefore loyalty is interpreted as a
continued preference for a certain brand/store over time.
However, this approach is challenged on the ground of
differences between the two terms- preference and
loyalty. Unlike loyalty, preference may not include
a favorable inclination for preference may grow out of
pressing situations.11
Cognitive-Behavioral Approach
Day (1970) regards loyalty as specific and positively
related to the attitude. Therefore in his study, he has
taken into account both the percent of total purchases as
well as one overall attitudinal measure.12
In 1979, Miller and Granzin proposed to
reconceptualize the loyalty formation process to
incorporate the benefit consideration: four predictor
constructs (product/market, information sources, personal
characteristics, and purchase patterns) emerge as
interrelated antecedents of behavioral loyalty. The
paradigm also introduces benefits as a central cognitive
influence on the loyalty formation process.13
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FIGURE I





Source: Miller, K E Granzin, K L Simultaneous Loyalty
Benefit Segmentation of Retail Store
Customers, Journal of Retailing, spring 1979.
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Multi-Dimensional Approach
Jacoby and Kyner (1973) give a conceptual multi-
dimension definition of loyalty: loyalty is (1) the
biased (i.e., nonrandom), (2) behavioral response (i.e.,
purchase), (3) expressed over time (4) by some decision
making unit, (5) with respect to one or more alternative
brands out of a set of such brands, and (6) is a function
of psychological (decision making, evaluative)
processes. 14
However, there is a serious shortcoming of a clear
explanation of the phenomenon called loyalty.
Nordstrom, in his disertation (1974), has adopted a
trichotomous view of loyalty using measures of the loyalty
attitude. In other words, consumer loyalty is assumed to





















Source: Nordstrom, R D Analysis of Store Brand
Loyalty Behavior: An Ex Post Facto Experiment
Involving New Car Purchases, PhD Disertation,
The University of Arkansas, 1974.
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This Paper's Approach to Loyalty
Since tour participation entails high personal
involvement so tour participants are very careful in their
choice of agent. An appropriate approach should be
comprehensive enough to cover the complexities behind the
choice. Therefore this paper will largely follow
Nordstrom's three-pronged approach that loyalty is to be
treated as travel consumer's favorable attitude towards
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CHAPTER III
THE CONCEPT OF AGENT/STORE IMAGE
Apart from common belief in close linkage between
image and loyalty formations, image alone has been the
focus of literary interest for a long time. The following
pages are devoted to this concept and this paper's
approach to it.
Conceptual Ideas
As Natural Mental Response
In fact, patronage depends a lot on how the consumer
regards the particular store, that is, the store image.
Whether or not that store intentionally builds up certain
image is one issue while the key issue is every store,
once known to the consumer, has its individual identity.
Individual Identity and Image
In the short term, that identity is the customer's
impression in the long term, it will be the customer's
image. It then follows logically that if an appropriate




Needless to say, image is not a new concept in the
marketing realm. Much interest in store image is aroused
by Martineau's article (1958), The Personality of the
Retail Store which will begin the following survey into
the meaning of image.
Store Image and Individual Image
According to Martineau's article, store image is the
way in which the store is defined in the shopper's mind,
partly by its functional qualities and partly by an aura
of psychological attributes.15 Therefore a consumer
selects a store whose personality is consistent with. his
self-concept in other words, if a consumer thinks himself
creative, he would probably make purchase at store with
an innovative look.
In 1968, Kunkel and Berry further defined that
'retail store image' is the total conceptualized or
expected reinforcement that a person associated with
shopping at a particular store.16 Therefore if a person
regards a store's merchandise of wide assortment, he will
link that characteristic with that particular store.
16
Although both scholars have pointed out the
importance of an individual's attitude towards a store in
store choice, there is a lack of elaboration on the
cognitive dimensions.
Multi-attribute Approach
In 1976, James, Dreves and Durand defined store image
as a set of attitudes based upon evaluation of those
store attributes deemed important by consumers. From
their research into images of men's clothing stores in a
small midwestern college town in the States, the most
salient attributes to patronage are found to be
assortment, personnel, atmosphere, service, quality and
price.,,17
Accordingly, a men's clothing store with an image of
poor performance along these six dimensions can hardly be
expected to have large customer base in that college town.
Engel, Blackwell and Miniard, in their recent edition
of Consumer Behavior, also cherished the multi-attribute
approach. to store image as the perception of consumers
about the objective characteristics of stores. These
perceived characteristics, making up individual store
image, include location, assortment, price, advertising
and sales promotion, store personnel and services.18
17
However, the multi-attribute approach usually suffers
from proof of general applicability. There remains a
question whether certain dimensions can be generally
applicable across all types of stores.
This Paper's Approach
As the individual-store image approach involves an
investigation into the tour consumers' psychographics
which are beyond the issue studied in this paper, the
multi-attribute approach will then be adopted. The
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15. Bellenger, D N, Steinberg, E Stanton, W W The
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Imagery Problem, PhD Disertation, University of
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If image is said to affect store choice while
loyalty the outcome of satisfactory previous purchase,




The Kunkel and Berry Model (1968) is a
behavioralistic learning model starting with stimuli which
may or may not reinforce certain image, resulting in
behavior pattern. That behavior pattern, together with
societal-subcultural norms and state variables, will
change the consumer's knowledge and attitudes leading to
buying or rejecting the product. This purchase experience
may serve as negative or indifferent or positive stimuli
on future similar occasions.
It is the positively rewarding stimuli which lead to




THE KUNKEL AND BERRY MODEL OF STORE CHOICE
Societal Subcultural Norms sv
Sr---- Habit






R= any behavior pattern
C= consequences, Sr. Sa, So
Sr= rewarding stimuli (eventually leading to
habit)
Sa= aversive stimuli (eventually leading to
extinction)
So= absence of any consequence
Sn= stimuli in whose presence R has not been
reinforced
Sd= stimuli in whose presence R has been
reinforced (image)
SV= state variables (i.e. conditions of
deprivation and satiation)
Source: Kunkel, J H Berry, L L A Behavioral
Conception of Retail Image, Journal of
Marketing, October 1968.
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"by reinforcing Sr (wide selection of fashionable
overcoats), particular behavior patterns R (going to
retail store A to buy an overcoat), the norms of a
person's subculture (value placed on wearing
fashionable overcoats) determine which aspects of an
individual's context Sd (the image of retail store A)
will, over time, take on controlling properties and
lead him to shop at store A.119
Therefore a habit of going to the same store A to buy
overcoat in similar situation will be formed as long as
the image and subculture value of the customer match.
The Kunkel and Berry approach is good in its stress
on individual aspect but its virtue also carries its vice
for it lacks specifications on the individual dimensions
or subcultural norms. Besides, it neglects the
competitive nature of the market in which usually more
than one store exists.
Path-analytical Model
The store-choice decision process is presented in a
flow-chart form by Monroe and Guiltinan (1975). Store
image (perception of store attributes amd attitude
toward stores) will directly affect store choice. If
past experiences are satisfactory, the choice will become
habitual and favorable loyal attitude will be formed.20
This approach is good as it takes into consideration
of interactions among elements in the choice process.
With the inclusion of retailer strategies, it depicts






















Source: Monroe, K B Guiltinan, J P A Path-Analytic
Exploration of Retail Patronage Influences,
Journal of Consumer Research, June 1975.
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between the retailer and consumer. But such approach
necessarily creates confusion because of its complexities.
Multi-Dimensional Model
Engel-Blackwell-Kollat model (1986) has recognized
that the determinants of choice decision differ by product
class. But their observations and studies have led them
to highlight ten salient attributes for store choice:
location, nature and quality of assortment, price,
advertising and promotion, sales personnel, services
offered, physical store attributes, nature of store
clientele, store atmosphere, and posttransaction service
and satisfaction. Store choice is a complex process
consisting of four variables: (1) evaluative criteria (2)
perceived characteristics of stores (3) comparison
process and (4) acceptable and unacceptable stores.21
While it is simple and clear, it remains doubtful





Evaluative Criteria Perceived Characteristics
of Stores
1. Location1. Location (Distance)
2. Assortment Breadth 2. Assortment
and Depth 3. Price Store)
3. Price 4. Advertising and
4. Advertising and Sales Promotion Image
Sales Promotion 5. Store Peronnel






Source: Engel J F, Blackwell R D Miniard P W Consumer
Behavior, The Dryden Press, 1986.
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The Image-Choice-Loyalty Triangle
In 1960, Myers' studies found that 75% of the
respondents have image impressions of the department
stores in which they shop.22
In 1967, Tillman's studies found that the regular
patrons of selected supermarkets held more positive
perception of the store of their choice than other
occasional patrons.23
In 1973, Lessig's use of canonical correlation
clearly showed a significant relationship between various
store loyalty measures and store image scores obtained
from semantic differentials.24
In 1976, Bellenger, Steinberg, and Stanton also found
that projecting a store image (through the marketing
tools) which is consistent with the target customer's self
image will increase loyalty among those shoppers.25
In 1982, some scholars found that routinized
automobile buyers show loyalty to the same dealer and
brand because of past satisfaction and favorable image.26
26
From these various research findings, it seems to




With increasing number of purchases over time, the
choice process will be much more simplified, while loyalty
and image may merge to be in direct relationship with the
choice purchase. Therefore this paper is going to
research into the relationship between the two concepts
with special reference to the travel industry. In the
following chapter, the objectives and methodology used are
presented.
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The foregoing discussion has already demonstrated
that image and loyalty attitude are elements to be
included in the store choice process. In other words,
tour participation with a certain travel agent can also be
likewise interpreted.
Research Problem
If both image and loyalty concepts are
interrelated elements to be included in the agent
selection process, a study into the degree of their
linkage could certainly aid marketing management of the
travel agent in marketing decision making. Therefore the
problem question is:
Is there a predictive relationship between
agent image and agent loyalty in Hong
Kong travel industry?
There are three main objectives in this paper:
1. To determine the degree of loyalty existing among the
tour participants
2. To explore the relationship between the current
agent images and the customers' expectations
3 To suggest marketing directions through relating the
agent image with agent loyalty.
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Hypotheses
To facilitate the research process, there are several
hypothese to serve as the start:
1. There is loyalty in the Travel Industry
2. A tour participant holds certain image of an agent
whether he has made a purchase there or not
3. A loyal patron will rate his favorable agent
higher along many dimensions, will more probably make
his next purchase with that favorable agent, and will
recommend that to others.
Scope of Study
Owing to the time limit, this paper must narrow its
scope. Therefore only those having over-three-day tour
experiences will be included in this study. Commuters
and those who go on short trips are excluded for such
trips will be of low degree of personal involvement.
Besides, only people of 20 or above in age are interviewed
for they are assumed to have at least some decision power
over their choice of an agent.
Another is the travel agents included. There are
only eight agents included in the study- Audio-visual,
China Travel, Student Travel Bureau, Hong Thai, Morning
Star, Observers, Sunflower and Wing On Travel. Apart from
being generated from a focus group interview, these eight
agents are selected also due to their similarity of tour
varieties. The existing states of these eight agents are
depicted in the following chart.
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THE EIGHT TRAVEL AGENTS
Agent Audv China STB HongT MornS Obser SunF WingOn




Pricing of the agents depends very much on the tour packages,
and similar packages of different agents have only minimal
difference in amounts charged.
Methodology
Preliminary literary research on the topic began in
summer 1986 to serve as the foundation for a proper
approach of this study and for an appropriate preparation
before formal primary data collection. The secondary data
sources include journals, books and published data from
authorities like Hong Kong Tourist Association. Moreover,
interviews with certain authorities and travel agents are
also conducted in order to gather the insiders' view of
the issue.
Based on the literary survey outlined in previous
chapters, a questionnaire was designed and pretested in
mid-November and the modified version was ready and used
in early December when the Christmas tour participants had
already made the decision to purchase at certain travel
agents. The survey was conducted in Tsimshatsui East and
Causeway Bay on two Saturdays and Sundays. These two
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places are selected because all travel agents under study
have branches there and the shopping malls in these two
places attract many people from all walks of life on
holidays. In total, there were around four hundred people
approached but only 95 reported having joined over-three-
day package tour within the recent five years.
The questionnaire (Appendix) is composed of four
parts. The first part is on past five-year travel
experiences the second part is on customers' expectations
and ratings of the travel agents the third part is the
customers' inclination in tour participation and
recommendation while the last part is on some personal
data.
The following sections will demonstrate how
attributes of image are selected and how the degree of
loyalty is measured.
The Selection of Agent Image Attributes
As image is taken to be composed of attributes in
this paper, the customer image of a travel agent then
depends on what attributes he or she attaches to the
travel agent.
To determine the relevant attributes, the
advertisements of different agents are studied first.
Then a focus group of ten tour participants was held in
early November to discuss how they felt about different
32
travel agents. As a result, nine attributes were detected
--- reliability, convenience, price, variety, staff,
clientele, fame, scale of operation, amount of
advertisement. Therefore the nine attributes serve as
measurement blocks for image in the questionnaire.
The Loyalty-Towards-Most-Preferred-Agent Measure
Since loyalty is considered to be composed of three
aspects thus the loyalty score in this paper also attempts
to represent respondent's loyalty degree with
considerations for all three aspects:
1. The Cognitive Aspect (Appendix I, 2)- This is
measured by using the following values for customer
agreement with the nine image attributes i.e., each
score will be rated in the following way: -3 for
highly disagree, -2 for disagree, -1 for no opinion,
1 for neutral, 2 for agree, and 3 for highly agree.
The scores will be multiplied by the weights
determined by the ranks of the mean importance scores
for the same nine attributes. Then all products are
added together.
2. The Behavioral Aspect- This is measured by assigning
1 for having purchased neither the most nor the next
most preferred agent, 2 for only the next most
preferred, 3 for only the most preferred while 4 for
both.
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3. The Affective Aspect (Appendix I, 3)- This is
measured by adding up the scores for both next
purchase inclination (4 for only at the most
preferred while 2 for further considerations) and the
recommendation purchase (4 for only the most
preferred, 2 for recommendations including most
preferred, while 1 for no recommendation made).
4. The Final Measure- The loyalty score will be the
product of the three individual scores above for
their interaction is assumed to have multiplicative
effect on one another.27
Therefore the questionnaire was conducted based on
these measures for image and loyalty. The following
section summarises the findings.
34
Notes to Chapter V
27. The measure is a modified version of that in
Bellenger, et la op cit.
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CHAPTER VI
CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
The data collected in the questionnaire survey are
analysed in the following sections. First is the general
findings, then loyalty and image findings while the last
part will be the loyalty-image issue, the focus of this
report.
General Findings
Year of Recent Travel (Table I)
19871986198519841983Year
48.421.111.66.310.5Percent
When asked about the most recent year of over-three-
day tour experience in these five years (1983- 87), most
respondents (69.5 percent) answered either 1986 or 1987.
This seems to support that tour travel is a recently-
picked up habit of Hong Kong people. But it is also
noted that tour participation trend may not be as widely
spread as expected since it is estimated that only around
one out of four people approached in the street interview
has tour experiences. One possible reason is that the
36
freedom of self-helped travel may have lured away many
potential tour participants, especially with the highly
developed communication and transport infrastructure.
Last Agent (Table II)
Agent Audv China S T B Hong T Morns Obser SunF Wing0n Others
Percent 2.1 4.2 4.2 14.7 24.2 1.1 17.9 5.3 26.3
The figures also show that Morning Star has the
highest percentage of being the most recent travel agent
joined by respondents- with 24.2 percent of respondents,
6.3 percent higher than Sunflower and almost 10 percent
higher than Hong Thai. In fact, these three most
popularly joined travel agents are the three most
aggressive agents in recent years in terms of intensity of
advertising as well as innovation in variety of both
short-haul and long-haul tours.
Last Tour Spot (Table III)
Europe Jap/Kor SE- Asia OthersAmerica ChinaSpot
4.26.3 44.25.335.8Percent 4.2
The great attraction of South-east Asia as a tour
spot is obvious from the figure (44.2 percent) which is
8.4 percent higher than the next popular spot, Mainland
China (35.8 percent). From the percentage distribution,
it seems that local people at present prefer spots near to
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Hong Kong. But later on, as most Hong Kong people will
have already travelled around Asian countries, longer-
distance trips would probably become more attractive.
Post-Participation Feeling (Table IV)
Feel Satisfied Dissatisfied
Percent 87.4 12.6
The 87.4 percent of satisfactory postparticipation
responses seems good in view of such a high-personal-
involvement service. From Chapter II on loyalty, those
with satisfactory feeling have high probability to form
the base loyal customers. Therefore the high percentage
is in fact a good news to tour operators. But it should
also be noted that the figure 12.6 percent unsatisfactory
feeling must be reduced or at least controlled otherwise,
travel agent may lose even more potential customers to
plan trips themselves.












Surprisingly, advertising is considered to be the
least important criterion in choosing an agent while
reliability and price the most important and the next most
important respectively. In order of descending mean
scores, the attributes are then arranged: Reliability-
Price -Staff -Scale -Variety -Fame -Convenience -Clientele
-Advertising.
From the ordering, it seems that the tour
participants exhibit a very rational logic in their
choice. Instead of being influenced by so-called
superficial aspects, they would think more in terms of
their own benefits- psychological (reliability) and
monetary (price).
Most Preferred Agent (Table VI)
Agent Audv China STB HongT MornS Obser SunF WingOn
Percent 14.7 10.5 3.2 14.7 41.1 1.1 8.4 3.2
While Morning Star still occupies the highest
percentage (41.1 percent), the second ones, instead of
Sunflower as logically expected from its second position
in the percentage of the most recent agent, are Hong Thai
and Audio-Visual (both. are 14.7 percent).
Since Audio-Visual has a very low percentage in most
recent agent, the affective feeling of the respondents
for particular agent is then not the sole determinant in
the final choice. The figures also show that the choice
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of the most preferred agent is very concentrated- namely,
Morning Star, Hong Thai and Audio-Visual.
Next Most Preferred Agent (Table VII)
Wi n g 0 nAgent Audv China S T B Hong T Morns Obser SunF
13.7 5.32.18.4 11.6 25.3 16.8Percent 9.5
For the next most preferred agent, most interviewees
chose Hong Thai (25.3 percent) with Morning Star (16.8
percent) and Sunflower (13.7 percent) again occupying the
first three positions. The keen competition among these
three is thus very obvious. At present, Morning Star
seems to enjoy edges on both actual purchase and potential
purchase aspects.












Apart from sex and age, the large percentages of
clerical staff, administrative staff, professional and
technical staff probably indicate that these people, if
travelling during their annual holidays, will join package
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tours. Yet the low percentages in students, housewives,
factory workers and teachers seem to show that people with
longer or more flexible holidays may prefer to go on self-
helped trips.
Loyalty Findings
Next Purchase Recommendation Purchase (Table IX)
Recommendation PurchaseNext Purchase
Percent Will recommend PercentWill consider
15.825.3 only most preferonly most prefer
most prefer other 61.172.6most prefer other
21.1none
The normal process in agent selection as outlined
previously should have a comparison process which is
reduced with favorable attitude. Therefore the 25.3
percent of respondents who show inclination to certainly
join the tours of the most preferred agent shows that
they have favorable attitude, the basis for loyalty
formation, towards their most preferred agent.
This favorable attitude is again supported by the
high percentage of recommending only the most preferred
agent (20.5 percent), considering only those who will
make recommendations because the inclination is highly
related to the personality of individual respondent.
Only these two dimensions already hint that people
with favorable attitude towards a particular agent are
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more likely to repurchase there as well as recommend
friends or relatives to purchase there. This kind of
favorable attitude, if greater in degree, is in fact
loyalty.
Loyalty Levels (Table X)
Since loyalty has been here defined as of three
dimensions- cognitive, affective and behavioral, only
indications of next purchase and recommendation cannot
reveal the loyalty root. Therefore with the measurement
method outlined in the Methodology section, a loyalty
index is calculated. The large range shows that the
respondents differ greatly in their loyalty levels. While
it is recognised that loyalty is a continuum, for analysis









Level One: This level consists of respondents with
negative scores. The negative score is due to large
responses of no opinion concerning the attributes of the
respondents' most preferred agents. This indicates that
respondents of this level, though showing favor towards
particular agents, do not yet have a well-formed idea
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about their most favorable agent.
Level Two: About half respondents fall into this level.
But the use of low scores as boundaries demonstrates that
this group can hardly be named as a loyal group. However,
this group does show more positive attitude towards the
most preferred agents than Level One.
Level Three: 28.4 percent of respondents make up this
level whose highest score barely exceeds half of the
reasonable score. Therefore this at best can only be
described as possessing slight loyal inclination towards
their preferred agent.
Level Four: This level can be termed as loyal-prone
customers because their scores concentrate around the
reasonably expected score. The fact that there is 15.9
percent respondents in this level is an encouraging
indication to include loyalty formation in tour
operators' business strategy of forming a more stable
customer base.
The fact that 55.7 percent of respondents fall in
Levels One and Two combined indicates that there are only
few loyal tour customers in travel trade. But the 15.9
percent in Level Four does optimistically project the
possibility of building up a loyal customer base.
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The Image Findings
Image Comparison of the Preferred Agents (Table XI)
Attribute Most Preferred Next Preferred
High Reliability 4.114 3.795(0.319)
Great Convenience 3.625 3.672(0.047)
Reasonable Pricing 3.342 3.373(0.031)
Large Variety 3.4183.582 (0. 164)
Friendly Staff 3.703 3.475(0.228)
3.078Similar Client 3.149 (0.071)
3.9594. 165Great Fame (0.206)
3.798(0. 190)3.988Large Scale
3.5273.686Frequent Advertising (0.159)
From the mean scores of respondents for their most
preferred agent with the exceptions of price and clientele
(which could be rounded down to three, the neutral
response), the respondents usually agreed with the
descriptions. For scores of the next most preferred
agent, both variety and clientele can be rounded down to
three. Therefore it seems that variety perhaps suggests a
more important dimension than price in the choice of
travel agent.
When comparing the mean scores of the most and next
most preferred agents, the former has higher scores in
seven attributes, i.e., with the exceptions of convenience
and price while price occupies the second rank in
importance. This again indicates that price may not be
really that important in choosing an agent. Its high
ranking in importance is only a natural human response to
rationally recognize the money value. In other words, the
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most preferred agent scores higher in reliability,
variety, staff quality, clientele, fame, scale of
operations and frequent advertising.
However, upon further comparison, it is found that
the most preferred agent is significantly higher in scores
in reliability, staff attitude and fame. Since these
three dimensions are very abstract concepts in order to
become the preferred one, perhaps an agent should compete
along abstract terms rather than concrete items. Instead
of the old emphasis on price, tour operators should
consider the importance of informal advertising like word-
of-mouth communication and opinion leadership.











When comparing the importance scores with the scores
of both preferred agents, the respondents agree that the
agents are doing far more than expected along convenience,
clientele, fame, scale of operations, and frequent
advertising but far less in reliability and price. Price
is expected for it is psychologically logical to assume
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that every customer wants lower price for product/service
of the same standard. As obvious from the choice of the
favorable agents, price is very low in rank and the next
most favorable agent carries an even greater agreement
score than the most. Again reliability and staff seem
important areas for travel agent to improve.
But for variety, the most preferred agent can meet
with expectation of the customers as predicted from the
importance scores while the next most preferred cannot.
Loyalty-Image Findings
To study whether there is a predictive relationship
between the attributes and loyalty, this research has used
the stepwise multiple regression to identify the salient
attributes. Then the findings are supplemented by
highlighting individual agent findings.




Using the loyalty level as the dependent variable and
the nine attributes as the independent variables, only two
image attributes are found to be significant enough to
enter. The two attributes are convenience and fame with
the former explaining 21.3 percent of the loyalty
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phenomenon while the latter 6.8 percent. Because of the
small R Square, the relationship can hardly be established
but rather serve as guidelines for further exploration.
But strangely enough, these two attributes rank very
low--- seven for convenience and five for fame--- based
on importance scores (Table XII). Yet the customers seem
to agree largely with that their most preferred agents are
very famous (Table XI). Therefore it seems that in the
reality, travel consumers choose the agent which appears
famous to them. However, Table XI depicts that the
respondents do not agree that their most preferred agents
are highly convenient. This apparent incongruence between
the agreement and the regression findings may be due to
individual agent differences.
In order to further explore the above findings, the
scores are rearranged with reference to individual agents.
By Individual Agent
Since the number of respondents rating Student Travel
Bureau, Observers, and Wing On Travel are very small---
three, one and three respectively, so the following chart
of loyalty levels has excluded them.
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Table XIV
Loyal Audv China Hong T Morns SunF
One 15% 10% 7% 3%
Two 77% 70% 50% 39% 44%
Three 8% 20% 43% 25% 28%
Four 33% 28%
From Table XIV, it is clear that the top three agents
having the largest percentage in the two highest loyalty
levels are Morning Star, Sunflower and Hong Thai in
descending order of percentage. Then the key issue arises
again: Is there a relationship between the customer
loyalty level and the agent's image?
The following table shows the average scores given by
the respondents on individual agents. Since the
respondents evaluate only their most and second most














From the scores in the above table, the salient
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attributes--- convenience and fame--- found in the
stepwise multiple regression seem to justify the dominant
positions of Morning Star and Sunflower for both occupy
the two highest scores in these two attributes. Besides,
these two agents are also the top two in percentage of
customers in the two highest levels of customer loyalty.
Therefore it seems that the travel agent should make
itself known as convenient as possible and instill the
fame impression into the minds of the customers.
It should also be noted that with reference to the
importance scores (Table XII), both Audio-Visual and China
Travel are considered highly reliable by the respondents.
Although reliability occupies the highest rank in
importance, neither Audio-Visual nor China Travel has a
large high loyal-level customer base. Therefore something
else again seems to be at work. In view of the frequent
advertising attribute, Morning Star and Hong Thai occupy
the two highest average scores. When highlighting the
three highest scores along each attribute with special
reference to Morning Star, Sunflower and Hong Thai, the
three agents occupy the three highest scores in two
attributes--- fame and advertising.
Therefore it seems that customers are very rational
in words to evaluate that reliability is extremely
important, and yet the agents which are currently enjoying
strong customer favor are strong in fame-building and
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advertising. Therefore the travel industry marketing
personnel should take heed of the difference between the
customer words and customer actions. To successfully
establish a loyal customer base in the travel trade, the
agent should not only build up reliability and convenience




Although this research is at very small scale, it can
at least serve as a preliminary project on the study of
loyalty in the travel service industry. In this chapter,
a summary will be presented with limitations and
recommendations for further research.
Summary
Generally speaking, the findings do support that
oversea travel is a recently rising trend. The spots are
mostly Asian countries at present thus indicating the
future potential of longer-haul trip development.
Besides, the present concentration of agent preference in
real purchase and the choice of the most preferred agent
is clearly an indication of deliberate customer choice.
This deliberation is interpreted as different levels of
loyalty in this paper..
In fact, the high percentage of white collar office
staff in the clientele demonstrates the restriction of
holiday length as the motive for joining package tour to
save time for real relaxation without the troubles over
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room and board.
When asked to rate the nine attributes, the
respondents exhibit very rational decision in placing
benefits (reliability and price) first while advertising
ranks very low. But the average scores they give to their
preferred stores seem to indicate that in real decision
for purchase, abstract attributes like fame and
advertising seem to be more important in building up a
loyal customer base.
Limitations
A research report in such a small scale necessarily
suffers from many limitations but this section will only
outline the three major ones:
1. The findings are applicable to Hong Kong travel
trade and are by no means general enough to
extend to other local trades
2. The findings are applicable to give insights on
local travel industry whose environments are Hong
Kong socio-economic and political oriented.
Therefore the implications and findings cannot be
generalised to travel trades elsewhere.
3. Since only eight travel agents are selected, this
report may have missed many increasingly popular
agents.
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Recommendations for Further Research
There are three main areas for improvement:
1. Since abstract items especially fame build-up are
supported to be good foundation blocks for loyalty
formation, so further elaboration on the exact
components of these items is desirable.
2. The research may extend to study other industries in
Hong Kong especially the service industries. If the
travel trade should go for the abstract items, should
the other service industries like hotel and bank re-
evaluate their current price war strategies?
3. The small R square found in the multiple regression
analysis may hint that dimensions other than image may
lead to loyalty formation in Hong Kong travel trade.
One possible area for exploration is customer
demographics.
Probably what is important to travel trade
practitioners is the policy implications of the findings
in this report, so the next chapter is devoted to a




To effectively evaluate the report, this section will
give the implications in form of the three objectives
outlined in Chapter V.
Degree of Loyalty
There are four levels of degree of loyalty identified
ranging from no loyalty to loyal-prone. Although the
level boundaries may be arbitrarily set, the existence is
testified by the fact that 15.9 percent lies in Level Four
(Table X). Loyal customers may not be many at present for
55.7 percent lie in Levels One and Two, but if travel
agents put in more marketing efforts in building up a
solid customer base, the percentage would probably witness
some upward movement towards even greater degree of
loyalty.
Agent Image Customer Expectations
Excluding Observers, Wing On and Student Travel, the
survey indicates that none of the other travel agents have
successfully met all customer expectations as measured by
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the importance scores. No one can match up in
reliability, pricing and staff attitude expectations.
While price is logically expected, travel agents should
then improve on its strategies on reliability and staff in
order to be 100-percent customer-oriented.
Marketing Directions
The travel industry should concentrate on building up
a loyal customer base. The loyal-prone potential found in
this research not only indicates the possibility of
marketing application of loyalty concept in the travel
trade but the current low degree also provides room for
further improvement.
In contrast to the common belief in the great
attraction of pricing and variety to the customers, the
findings suggest that abstract attributes like fame,
reliability and staff attitude command even greater
attention from the customers. Therefore the promotional
theme should be placed on abstract items to make an impact
on the. psyche of the customers, the root of purchase
action. Neither price war nor variety competition is
encouraged as the chief means to enlarge customer base.
To improve customer perception on reliability, more
eye-catching public relations programs should be launched.
Since the customers rank advertising very low in
importance of their choice of an agent, it is then
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assumed that advertising must be coupled with informal
advertising in order to make the customers feel they are
rational in their choice. To gain fame, the travel agent
should then aim at achieving good word-of-mouth and strong
opinion leadership formation. On the staff improvement
aspect, the travel trade sales force and guides are
recommended to undergo thorough training in service
knowledge and attitude. The staff should be trained to be
an extension of the agent as a reliable source of help.
Concluding Remarks
The above suggestions are useful not only for the
existing travel industry practitioners but also for new
entrants to market their agent services.
In spite of loyalty-formation potential found in the
travel service industry, there is only a limited degree of
linkage between loyalty and image. Therefore to build up
a loyal customer base for profitable operation, the
marketing people of the travel trade should explore





1. Past Five-Year Travel Experience(s)
Please list your past over-three-day tour experiences
in the last five years (i.e., 1983- 87), and
indicate whether you are satisfied with the tour(s).
2. Ratings of Agent Attributes
Below are nine attributes in the choice of an agent:
high reliability, convenient enrollment, reasonable
price, great variety, friendly and friendly staff,
great similiarity between customers and you, great
fame, large scale of operations, and large amount of
advertisements.
a. How important are the nine attributes in your choice
of an agent? (1-Very unimportant 2-Unimportant 3-
Neutral 4-Important 5-Very important)
b. Among the following eight travel agents: Audio-
visual, China Travel, Student Travel, Hong Thai,
Morning Star, Observers, Sunflower and Wing On which
is your most preferred one? your second most
preferred one?
c. What are your opinions on the nine attributes of your
most and second most preferred agents? (1-Highly
disagree 2-Disagree 3-Neutral 4-Agree 5-Highly
agree 8-No opinion)
3. Next Purchase Recommendation
a. In your next tour plan, you will (i, join your most
preferred agent ii, consult other agents before
making up a decision).
b. If your acquaintances consult you on tour affairs,
you will (i, recommend only your most preferred ii,
recommend your most preferred agent but mention
others as well iii, make no recommendations).
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4. Personal Data
a. Sex (Female or Male)
b. Age (20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45+)
c. Occupation (Student Housewife Factory Worker
Clerk Teacher Administrator Professional
Technician Others)
d. Monthly Salary in HK$ (0-2000 2001-4000 4001-6000
6001-8000 8001-10000 10001-15000 15001+)
e. Educational Level (None Primary School Form One to
Three Form Four to Five Form Six to Seven Post-
secondary)
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